
Figure Captions 

Figure 1. Photo of the meteotsunami wave impacting the shore at Zandvoort, North Holland. This is 

taken from a video by Jan Koning (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CjQk_xt_WU01). 

Figure 2. Synoptic analysis 0000UTC 29 May 2017. The upper cold front (white triangles) has run 

ahead of the surface cold front (black triangles) near Low LA 1012 near Brittany, with High HA1021 

over Europe.   

Figure 3. Locations of observational reports mentioned in the text, including of tide gauge data in 

Table 1. The Red line from Dover to Calais shows the location of the cross section used in the 2D 

model. Point S is the location of the Sandettie Light Vessel, and point E is the Europlatform. The inset 

box shows the north coast of the Netherlands and Germany. The bathymetry map is courtesy of the 

NOAA NCEI. 

Figure 4. Mean sea level pressure (MSLP) readings (hPa) at Herstmonceux (East Sussex), Langdon Bay 

(Kent) and Manston (Kent). Time is in UTC. The pressure spike becomes higher and more 

pronounced further east. 

Figure 5. Simplified cross-section of gravity wave running beneath elevated convection, running from 

WSW towards the ENE. The boundary layer airflow is from the ENE to WSW, shown in green. The 

rear flank downdraft in red, and storm relative inflow in blue. The downdraft evidently penetrated to 

the surface as indicated by the Sandettie Light Vessel observation. The low-level gravity wave is 

shown as a dotted black line running with the storm system. This image is adapted from Marsham et 

al. (2010). 

Figure 6a. Selected tide gauge data with sites between Jersey in the English Channel, to Hornum on 

the coast of Germany. These show residual water levels (total water level minus the astronomical 

tide). Jersey and the English gauges (Dover, Harwich, Lowestoft) are at 15-minute cadence, while the 

French and German gauges are at 1-minute cadence. Data has been downloaded from the EC JRC 

database. ttps://webcritech.jrc.ec.europa.eu/SeaLevelsDb/Home   

Figure 6b. Tide gauge graphs (in cm) from the Netherlands, Rijkswaterstaat – sourced from Sluijter, 

et al. (2017), and Helzel Messtechnik, (2017). The Europlatform graph (top-left) is 1-minute data 

(green), 10-minute moving averages (blue), and residual water level (purple). The other graphs, 

Ijmuiden, Scheneningen and Oosterschelde, show the residual water level in (light blue), the total 

water level (purple), and the astronomical tide (green). These are at 10-minute cadence. Time is UTC 

plus 2 hours. 

Figure 7. Rain radar images from the UK composite network covering southern Britain, the English 

Channel, North France, Belgium and southern tip of the Nertherlands. The bow-shaped echoes can 

be most clearly seen between 0100-0300UTC running from Southeast England to The Netherlands. 
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Figure 8. Trappes (Paris) radiosonde vertical profile of the atmosphere. The grey automated 

construction represents the idealised elevated convective storm updraft to the tropopause, with 

CAPE of 619 Jkg-1. The shaded grey area bounded by thr blue construction represents idealised 
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DCAPE from around 600 hPa to surface. The red area indicates the relevant layer of warm advection. 

Plotted online at University of Wyoming: (http://weather.uwyo.edu/upperair/europe.html).  

Figure 9. MSG InfraRed satellite image sequence 29/0200 UTC to 0500 UTC. Cold, dense, high level 

cloud is whiter. A darkening band can be seen developing in the rear of the storm (shown by the 

yellow arrow at 0400UTC), possible indicative of the presence of downdraft as air is warmed with 

cloud decreasing. MSG cloud top heights (top left), which is supported by atmospheric observations 

of temperature pressure on the Trappes ascent. Plotted by the Met Office. © Crown Copyright. 

Figure 10. Ijmuiden radiosonde vertical profile of the atmosphere 29/0300 UTC. This most clearly 

shows the ENE flow in the boundary layer (below ~900 hPa) with a temperature inversion ahead of 

the storm. There is marked change in direction and speed above the boundary layer.  (source: KNMI, 

Creative Commons zero (CC0) statement. 

Figure 11. Cabauw UV LIDAR showing the low-level gravity wave in the boundary layer with a sudden 

jump in height between 0400 and 0500 UTC. The white colour indicates cloud, while the green, 

yellow and brown is indicative of particulate matter that provides a marker for atmospheric changes  

(source: KNMI, Creative Commons zero (CC0) statement). 

Figure 12. Herstmonceux radiosonde ascent failed above 650 hPa. But it shows broadly easterly 

winds below 900 hPa, followed by a marked veer to a southwesterly direction. The main cloud base 

appears around 800 hPa (~2000 m). Plotted online at University of Wyoming: 

(http://weather.uwyo.edu/upperair/europe.html). 

Figure 13. Figure 13. Met Office UKV NWP high resolution operational forecast (left), and the 

equivalent parallel suite model run (PS39) (right). Both show cloud, precipitation and surface 

pressure isobars. It is notable that there are marked differences in the shape of the MCS, and no 

evidence of a meso-high. DT: 28/1800UTC / VT: 29/0300UTC (T+9 hour forecast from 28/1800UTC).  

© Crown Copyright. 

Figure 14. Illustrative 2D model and table of a cross-section from Dover to Calsais at approximately 

1.12 km resolution. This simply calculates the Froude number at different wind speeds between 14 

and 28 ms-1 to determine where Proudman resonance is likely (shaded red). Given a wind speed of 

18 to 20 ms-1 , it can be seen that at 18 ms-1, resonance is most effective on the Dover side, and at 

higher speeds on the Calais side. The course bathymetry in the cross section is plotted below. 
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Abstract 10 

 11 

We examine the physical processes that led to the meteotsunami observed along the English Channel 12 

and North Sea coasts on 29 May 2017. It was most notably reported along the Dutch coast, but also 13 

observed on tide gauges from the Channel Islands to the coast of Germany, and also those in eastern 14 

England. From an assessment of multiple observations, including rain radar, LIDAR, satellite, surface 15 

observations and radiosonde reports we conclude that the event was driven by a rear flank downdraft 16 

in association with a mesoscale convective system (MCS). This downdraft, from a medium level or 17 

elevated MCS, led to a hydrostatically forced internal or ducted gravity wave below the MCS. The 18 

gravity wave was manifested by a marked rise and fall in pressure, a meso-high, which then interacted 19 

with the sea surface through Proudman resonance causing a measured wave of close to 0.9 m in 20 

amplitude, and an estimated wave run-up on Dutch beaches of 2m. Through examination of existing 21 

research we show that the basic assumptions here relating to the formation of the Dutch 22 

meteotsunami, are consistent with previously described physical processes, and confirms the 23 

correlation between the speed of the ocean wave and medium level steering winds. This raises the 24 

possibility that high-resolution, coupled, weather-ocean numerical weather prediction (NWP) models 25 

can be utilised to predict future events. However, deterministic high resolution NWP models still 26 

struggle with modelling convective systems with sufficient precision because of the chaotic nature of 27 

the atmosphere and incomplete observations. A way forward is proposed here to improve forecasting 28 

through post-processing of NWP model output by over laying medium level wind fields with ocean 29 

bathymetry.  30 

Introduction 31 

In the early morning of the 29 May 2017, a meteotsunami wave, estimated at 2 m in amplitude from 32 

some reports struck the coast of the Netherlands, resulting in damage to boats and a number of 33 

shoreline facilities (Sluijter et al. 2017; Assink et al. 2018). The estimation of 2 m is considered to be 34 

related to the breaking coastal wave or beach run-up. In terms of the observed amplitude, the wave 35 

was recorded on tide gauges in northern France, southeast England and Germany, with an amplitude 36 

of up to 0.88 m (Helzel, 2017). It was also spectacularly recorded on several video clips, for example 37 

at Zandvoort, and Katwijk aan Zee, which provided valuable evidence on the event. This is one of the 38 

first times a wave of this type and scale has been recorded on video 39 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CjQk_xt_WU01 accessed 09/01/2020) (Figure 1). The beaches 40 

inundated by the wave were popular tourist destinations, but fortunately, the meteotsunami struck 41 

before these were crowded, otherwise the human casualties would have been larger.   42 

A meteotsunami is an ocean, or lake, wave with tsunami-like characteristics, but generated by 43 

meteorological conditions, such as rapid changes in air pressure. Through resonant interactions 44 
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between the atmospheric forcing and the water surface, the wave may grow until it becomes a risk to 45 

people present near impacted coasts. Further wave enhancement may occur in harbours, bays and 46 

estuaries, with seicheing continuing for a few hours in closed water bodies. The tsunami wave period 47 

is typically of the order of a few minutes to several hours, although wave amplitudes are smaller than 48 

the largest tsunamis generated by geological mechanisms, such as earthquakes and landslides 49 

(Monserrat et al, 2006; Rabinovich, 2020). Analysis of the synoptic patterns, and observational 50 

instrumentation that led to the formation of the meteotsunami wave, reveals the atmospheric 51 

characteristics. The synoptic analysis for this event is shown in Figure 2, and places mentioned in the 52 

text on the map of Figure 3.  53 

In this paper, we show that the English Channel and North Sea meteotsunami was generated by an 54 

elevated Mesoscale Convective System (MCS), together with an associated atmospheric internal or 55 

ducted gravity wave (so-called because gravity is the restoring force to equilibrium following 56 

displacement in a fluid) running with the storm system at low levels. This low-level gravity wave is 57 

revealed by high-resolution pressure readings from southeast England, which show a marked surface 58 

pressure anomaly running with the storm system, referred to as a meso-high. At Langdon Bay, for 59 

example, there was a pressure rise of 4 or 5 hPa over periods as short as ten minutes, followed by a 60 

fall of similar magnitude (Figure 4). Pressure changes of 5 hPa were also recorded in the Netherlands, 61 

at De Kooy, Vlissingen, and Hoek van Holland (Port of Rotterdam) (Sluijter et al. 2017, Assink et al. 62 

2018). Similar low-level gravity waves, and marked pressure changes have been described in 63 

meteotsunami events in the Adriatic (Šepić et al. 2009), and at Daytona Beach in Florida USA 64 

(Churchill et al. 1995). A representative diagram adapted from Marsham et al. (2010), and similar to 65 

textbook diagrams (Houze et al. 1989; Markowski and Richardson, 2010) of a storm associated with a 66 

meteotsunami, is shown in Figure 5, which is modified to illustrate an elevated convective system. 67 

Air pressure measurements recorded with this meteotsunami suggest that it was forced and enhanced 68 

by an atmospheric gravity wave, with an associated meso-high acting upon the sea surface. The 69 

inverse barometer effect is small, of the order of 1 cm sea depression per 1 hPa pressure rise, but 70 

resonant enhancement of the wave was through Proudman resonance (Proudman, 1929). The 71 

resonance results from the atmospheric gravity wave, with an associated surface pressure change, that 72 

travels, approximately, at the same speed and direction as the sea surface wave (Tappin et al. 2013; 73 

Pattiaratchi and Wijeratne, 2015; Williams et al. 2019). Further enhancement of the wave, as it 74 

approaches the shoreline, may take place through Greenspan resonance, with an along-shore pressure 75 

disturbance acting upon shoreline edge waves (Greenspan, 1956). The wave may also slow and 76 

steepen as it moves into shallower waters, with funnelling in bays and tidal estuaries. However, the 77 

focus of this paper is to describe and address the meteorological factors relating to the origin of the 78 

28-29 May 2017 meteotsunami, and not to model the ocean wave in detail. We describe the 79 

development of the MCS, and its’ associated thermodynamic processes, over a period of some 6 hours 80 

as it passed over the English Channel, southern England and into the southern North Sea. 81 

Furthermore, we briefly discuss how these meteo-events can be modelled and forecast, noting 82 

possibilities and difficulties. 83 

Careful analysis of the meteorological observations highlights the physical and thermodynamic 84 

processes taking place in association with the driving MCS that caused the meteotsunami. The strong 85 

rear-flank downdraft from the MCS, and further evaporative cooling from precipitation, were the most 86 

likely causes of the atmospheric low-level gravity wave and rapid surface air-pressure changes. The 87 

downdraft cooled the boundary layer air, and raised the elevation of the constant pressure surfaces 88 

hydrostatically, with a wave period of about one hour. This is similar to an event described by 89 

Marsham et al, (2010). The low-level atmospheric gravity wave then travelled with the storm system, 90 



with its speed and direction at medium levels probably controlled by the storm track in the middle 91 

troposphere (700 to 500 hPa for medium level convection), and right of the wind flow by an angle of 92 

up to 30 degrees (Aherns, 2007:373; Webb & Pike, 2012). Correlation between the medium-level 93 

wind flow and meteotsunami formation has been discussed previously (Tappin et al. 2013; Šepić et al. 94 

2015; Sibley et al. 2016). This paper further describes the physics of how energy at medium layers is 95 

transferred to the ocean surface.  96 

Historical overview 97 

The low-lying coasts around the southern North Sea are susceptible to flooding from storm surges and 98 

unusual wave activity. Thousands of deaths were reported in Belgium, the Netherlands and England 99 

following the storm surge of 31 January & 1 February 1953 (Quarles and Ufford, 1953). However, 100 

storm surges have much longer wave periods and wavelengths than meteotsunamis. The most notable 101 

historical meteotsunami, previous to the Dutch 2017 event, was on 5 June 1858 when a tsunami-like 102 

wave was reported running from the English Channel to Denmark, with wave runup estimated at 6 m 103 

on Danish coasts. The 1858 event had many similar characteristics to that of 2017, in that it occurred 104 

in conjunction with a severe thunderstorm and squally winds. Recent research concludes that it was a 105 

meteotsunami, and not a geological tsunami such as from an earthquake or a submarine landslide 106 

(Newig and Kelletat, 2011; Long, 2015). In recent years, several meteotsunamis have been observed 107 

in the North Sea (Sibley, et al. 2016), and English Channel (Tappin, et al. 2013; Williams, et al 2019). 108 

The risk of flooding from meteotsunamis, therefore, highlights the need for improved accurate ocean 109 

wave modelling for the prediction of these events, especially if sea levels rise as predicted with global 110 

warming and the potential for reduced return periods of coastal flooding (Palmer, et al. 2018). Other 111 

studies have considered the effect of harbour seicheing in the Dutch Port of Rotterdam following the 112 

passage of active cold fronts, and in northerly showery synoptic weather patterns (De Jong et al. 2003; 113 

De Jong and Battjes, 2004). There is a genetic relationship between seicheing and meteotsunamis, in 114 

that both are forced by atmospheric pressure changes and/or wind stress acting upon the sea surface, 115 

but seiching is also dependent upon specific harbour characteristics. Although in their examples the 116 

amplitude of harbour waves was greater than 25 cm, the amplitude of the low-frequency ocean waves 117 

was of the order of only 10 cm, compared with nearly 90 cm on 28-29 May 2017. The return period of 118 

these small low-frequency sea wave events is greater: the authors identified 44 related seiche events in 119 

the Port of Rotterdam in the years 1995 to 2001, which is close to seven per year (De Jong et al. 2003; 120 

De Jong and Battjes, 2004).  121 

Meteorological situation 29th May 2017 122 

The synoptic pressure and frontal analysis at 0000 UTC on 29 May 2017 (Figure 2) shows an area of 123 

high pressure (HA 1021 hPa) over Europe, and a low pressure centre (LB 999 hPa) over the Baltic 124 

region. High pressure (HB 1020 hPa) is centred near northern Britain. Associated fronts extend across 125 

the Low Countries, and southern Britain, with a developing, small, low pressure centre (LA 1012 hPa) 126 

near Brittany, France, and a surface cold front extending southwards towards Spain. Southern England, 127 

France and the Low Countries are in a broad warm sector, with an upper cold front and pressure trough 128 

over Northern France and the English Channel. This upper cold front had evidently overrun the surface 129 

cold front, indicating the presence of a potentially unstable air mass running into the rear of the MCS.  130 

This synoptic pattern is indicative of a ‘Spanish Plume’ event. These events occur periodically over 131 

Europe in the spring and summer months, with hot, southerly, winds and thunderstorms moving 132 

northwards from Africa and Spain (Lewis and Gray, 2010). Direct surface heating is lost as air moves 133 

into the Bay of Biscay and across northern Europe. However, convective cells may continue, and 134 

develop into severe MCSs at medium or elevated levels over northern Europe and the British Isles. 135 

Typically, cloud bases are above about 2000 m. The release of conditional instability, which helps drive 136 



the elevated MCS, results from medium-level warm advection, with uplift of the plume along isentropic 137 

surfaces, together with horizontal convergence. Further enhancement to convection results from cold 138 

advection at higher levels, which further destabilises the vertical profile. 139 

Observational reports 140 

Together with images and video clips of the meteotsunami wave, for example at Zandvoort (Figure 1), 141 

it was also identified at the Dutch coast from post-processed radar instrumentation, and tide gauges. 142 

The wave height, arriving around high tide, was estimated by several sources to be at or over 2 m 143 

(Assink et al. 2018; Helzel, 2017; Helzel Messtechnik, 2017; Hydro International, 2017). However, this 144 

height is probably an estimation based on the breaking wave and run-up onto the beach. Lower wave 145 

heights were recorded at tide gauges along the Dutch coast, and those at Oosterschelde, Scheveningen, 146 

and Ijmuiden Buitenhaven (Figure 6a, 6b), recorded an elevation of 0.44 to 0.5 m. With readings 147 

averaged over 10 minutes, however, the full height of the wave was not captured (Sluijter et al. 2017). 148 

A gauge on the Europlatform (52.0073N/3.4032E), around 60 km from the entrance to the Port of 149 

Rotterdam, with one-minute cadence, recorded a wave amplitude of approximately 0.78 m on residuals, 150 

and 0.88 m in total water level (Helzel, 2017) (see also note on Table 1).  151 

Elsewhere along the North Sea coast, tide gauges at other locations show evidence of a sea wave running 152 

from Calais (29/0050 UTC), on the coast of northeast France, to Hörnum in Germany (29/1015 UTC). 153 

There is also evidence of tide gauge anomalies in the English Channel at Jersey (28/2145 UTC), Le 154 

Havre and Bologne-Sur-Mer, and in eastern England at Dover, Harwich, and Lowestoft (29/0300 UTC). 155 

There is evidence of harbour seicheing for one or two hours on many of the tide gauges. Table 1 gives 156 

the time of occurrence and wave amplitude of gauges along the coasts, and locations shown on the map 157 

of Figure 3. 158 

The WavE RAdar (WERA), an ocean remote sensing radar system, recorded the meteotsunami at 159 

Monster and Ouddorp on the Dutch coast (Helzel, 2017; Helzel Messtechnik, 2017; Hydro 160 

International, 2017). The WERA system was developed by Helzel Messtechnik in co-operation with 161 

the University of Hamburg to measure tidal currents. The radar sites, managed by the Ministry of 162 

Infrastructure and Environment (Rijkswaterstaat) measure tidal flows around the Port of Rotterdam 163 

with a frequency of 16.2 MHz. The system was not operationally configured to detect tsunami waves 164 

at this location, but reprocessing by Helzel Messtechnik (2017) revealed the meteotsunami signal. If 165 

configured in tsunami mode, it is claimed that the system would have given up to 40 minutes warning 166 

before the wave arrived on the coast. 167 

On the 28th and 29th May, rain radar images of precipitation show the development of the MCS over 168 

northern France and the English Channel, moving east-northeast (Figure 7), and shown on the synoptic 169 

analysis by the upper cold front and trough (Figure 2). The developing storm was characterised by 170 

heavy rain, with a developing bow-shaped structure most clearly identifiable at 0100 to 0300 UTC with 171 

frequent lightning. The most active convective cells are evident on the storm’s southern flank, as shown 172 

by the brightest, and heaviest precipitation returns, with, soon after midnight, an area of less heavy rain 173 

extending across southeast England. In the early hours of the 29th May, the heaviest area of rain 174 

narrowed, and became more organised, being associated with a squall line running east-northeast along 175 

the English Channel and into the southern North Sea (Figure7). Across the Netherlands, a squall line 176 

was evident on the Herwijnen Doppler radar at 29/0441 UTC (not shown) moving with the storm, 177 

together with evidence of atmospheric gravity waves (Sluijter et al. 2017). Such a squally gust front is 178 

referred to as derecho, in Spanish, if sufficiently long-lived (Šepić and Rabinovich, 2014). The 179 

association between convective downdrafts and bow-echoes on rain radar was first noted by Fujita 180 

(1978; but see also Doswell, 1993, and Klimowski et al. 2004). It is in the period immediately after 181 



midnight on the 29th May that the strongest wind gusts were reported. And it is during this period that 182 

bow-shaped echoes became increasingly evident on rain radar images, and indicative of a strong 183 

downdraft and gust front. This bow-shaped signal on radar provides an early notification of possible 184 

meteotsunami formation. 185 

Evidence from the Trappes (Paris) ascent (Figure 8) and satellite images (Figure 9) shows MCS cloud 186 

tops rising into the stratosphere (above 40000ft, 12190 m). However, in a sequence of infra-red images 187 

(MSG 10.8 μm) between 29/0200 and 29/0500 UTC a darkening band in the MCS anvil indicates 188 

atmospheric descent. Atmospheric descent causes cloud to dissipate, which is indicated by image 189 

darkening, in this case running into the rear of the storm system behind the line of heaviest rain radar 190 

echoes. These features may indicate the presence of the downdraft at high altitudes, although convective 191 

downdrafts are normally modelled from medium levels (~600 hPa) to the surface (Figure 8).  192 

Synoptic observations in the southeast of England show periods of heavy rain, strong, gusty winds and 193 

rapidly fluctuating pressure changes taking place over a matter of minutes. As winds temporarily backed 194 

anti-clockwise from the northeast at 29/0040 UTC, a gust speed of 35 knots (18 ms-1) from the south-195 

southwest was recorded at Langdon Bay in Kent. The Sandettie Light Vessel in the Dover Strait 196 

(51°12’N 1°48’E) reported a wind gust of 72 knots (37 ms-1) in the hour to 29/0200 UTC, although the 197 

gust direction is not clear. From personal correspondence, shipping forecasters generally consider the 198 

wind observation at this vessel to be reliable, and representative of the locality (Capon, 2003). The 199 

synoptic station at Manston in Kent also reported a similar shift in wind direction, with the stronger 200 

gusts coinciding with a rapid rise in pressure.  201 

Atmospheric pressure readings from the 29th May, available at per-minute intervals from UK sites, also 202 

show the passage of the storm. At Langdon Bay there was a jump of 4.5 hPa in 14 minutes from 0026 203 

to 0040 UTC (with rates of 0.5 to 1 hPa per minute recorded), followed by a fall of 5.4 hPa in the 204 

following 35 minutes. Similar pressure changes were recorded at Herstmonceux and Manston, with the 205 

largest fall at Manston, where it fell 6.7 hPa from 1018.9 hPa to 1012.2 hPa in 33 minutes (from 0102-206 

0135 UTC) (Figure 4). At these locations, surface temperatures fell by 4–5°C as the pressure rose. From 207 

their timing, these changes suggest that a boundary layer, atmospheric gravity wave, was moving 208 

towards the east-northeast, with a pressure peak at Hertsmonceux recorded at 28/2357 UTC, and at 209 

Langdon Bay at 29/0040 UTC. With the wind backing so strongly to the southwest, it is probable that 210 

a rear flank downdraft temporarily penetrated to the surface. Similar pressure changes were reported in 211 

high-resolution barometer readings in the Netherlands (Sluijter et al. 2017; Assink et al. 2018). 212 

The speed of movement of the meso-high or low-level gravity wave, as it travelled from Kent to the 213 

coast of the Netherlands, can be calculated from the surface observations and rain radar. Between 214 

Langdon Bay to Vlissingen, Hoek van Holland and De Kooy, it was in the range 18 to 20 ms-1. The 215 

speed correlates reasonably well with steering-level west-southwesterly winds of 35 knots (18 ms-1) at 216 

700 hPa, measured by the Ijmuiden sounding (Figure 10). The gravity wave wavelength was estimated 217 

from the pressure readings and the calculated wave speed. At Langdon Bay, for example, where the 218 

pressure change covered a period of 45 minutes travelling at 18 ms-1, a wavelength of 49 km may be 219 

calculated, and similarly, around 65 km at Manston and Herstmonceux. Superimposed on the longer 220 

wavelengths were smaller ones of higher amplitude,  around 8 to 23 km, with periods of 7 to 22 minutes, 221 

also observable on the Cabauw LIDAR (Figure 11) (Sluijter et al 2017; Assink et al. 2018) and noted 222 

in a previous event by Marsham et al. (2010).  223 

An examination of the vertical profile of the atmosphere aids with understanding the processes ongoing 224 

with this event MCS. Although the elevated convective cells were moving from the west-southwest 225 



with the steering flow, the near-surface wind (or boundary level wind) ahead of the storm was east-226 

northeast, with a marked directional veer and velocity shear near the top and above the stable boundary 227 

layer. This veer may be identified in representative vertical profiles, which are measured by radiosonde 228 

balloon ascents, and plotted as tephi-grams. The Ijmuiden (North Netherlands) sounding at 0300 UTC 229 

29 May 2017 (Figure 10) indicates boundary level air with direction from east-northeast and speed 5 to 230 

10 knots, but around the top of the boundary layer there is a marked direction change to the southwest, 231 

and an increase in speed to around 35 knots at 700 hPa. The Herstmonceux ascent failed above 700 hPa 232 

(Figure 12), possibly due to the lightning and intense precipitation. But it also shows marked directional 233 

changes with height, from east-northeast near the surface, to south at 850 hPa, then southwest at 700 234 

hPa. The main cloud base appears to be around 800 hPa, approximately 1900 m, which supports 235 

evidence of an elevated MCS, an elevation broadly confirmed by the Cabauw LIDAR data (Figure 11). 236 

The strongest gusts at Manston and Langdon Bay also occurred with a marked direction change to the 237 

southwest, and then a slower change towards the northeast. Two other atmospheric soundings are 238 

available from Beauvecchain, east of Brussels in Belgium (not shown), and Trappes near Paris with 239 

validity time 0000 UTC 29 May (Figure 8). The Trappes ascent is considered more representative, but 240 

both soundings were ahead of the storm passage, which limits their representation. For example, the 241 

Trappes ascent shows evidence of warm advection in mid-layers between 750 and 650 hPa (red shaded 242 

area in figure 8), but couldn’t identify the cold advection at higher levels at the rear of the storm. An 243 

automated calculation of convectively available potential energy (CAPE) from Trappes gives 619 Jkg-244 
1, but Met Office internal chief forecaster’s Model Assessment and Emphasis suggested 1300 Jkg-1 was 245 

possible over Kent in the locality of the MCS (Met Office, 2017). Through the conversion of CAPE to 246 

kinetic energy an estimate of the speed of updrafts in a MCS can be made (where maximum speed wmax 247 

≡ √(2.CAPE). 248 

Modelling the convective processes and atmospheric gravity wave  249 

As noted, the meso-high that developed in this event can be described as a low-level ducted gravity 250 

wave, which is induced by a strong rear flank downdraft, and associated with an elevated MCS 251 

(Marsham et al, 2010). The paper by Marsham et al, (2010) is quite important in helping to elucidate 252 

the physical processes taking place with the event of 28-29 May 2017. Their paper describes a similar 253 

convective event that occurred on 24 June 2005, where an elevated convective storm passed over the 254 

Chilbolton radar in central southern England and other nearby instrumentation. The authors 255 

demonstrated that the associated surface pressure changes were hydrostatically driven, and caused by a 256 

rear-inflow jet (RIJ), or slantwise, rear-flank downdraft (Figure 5). However, as far as we know, there 257 

was no notable meteotsunami on that occasion because the convective system was observed primarily 258 

over land. Lapworth and Osborne, (2017) also describe the passage of a gravity wave over southern 259 

England, with a surface pressure rise driven by convective activity. Similar convective systems that 260 

have led to meteotsunami formation have occurred in the USA and Europe, and have been described 261 

for example by Šepić et al. (2009), Šepić and Rabinovich (2014), and Wertman et al. (2014).  262 

The following discussion will seek to estimate the speed of the convective downdraft, justify the 263 

measured pressure rise using the hydrostatic equation, and estimate the speed of the low-level gravity 264 

wave. The speed of the rear-flank downdraft with the events of 28-29 May 2017 can be estimated from 265 

levels of downdraft CAPE (DCAPE), which can be approximated from manual constructions of the 266 

available vertical sounding tephi-grams. Trappes at 29 May 0000 UTC is probably the most 267 

representative in this instance (Figure 8). DCAPE is normally estimated from 600 hPa to the surface 268 

along the saturated adiabatic lapse rate (SALR) (DCAPE is sometimes referred to negative available 269 

potential energy (NAPE) (Doswell, 1993)). In a convective downdraft colder air is brought to lower 270 



levels, and further cooled through evaporative cooling from precipitation, but mixing at lower levels 271 

means the descending air is normally unsaturated. A simplified calculation can be expressed as follows:  272 

DCAPE ≡ −∫ 𝑔
𝑇−𝑇𝑒

𝑇𝑒
𝑑𝑧

𝑍ℎ

𝑍𝑠
; and maximum downdraft speed wmax ≡ √(2.DCAPE) (Krueger, 273 

2013). 274 

Where g is gravity (9.81 ms-1), Zs is the surface, Zh is the height (4258 m at 611 hPa at Trappes), T is 275 

the downdraft temperature assuming a constant SALR (θw of 289 K), and Te is the environment 276 

temperature. From the Trappes (Paris) ascent (Figure 8), integrating from 4258 m to the surface gives 277 

DCAPE of around 914 Jkg-1, and a theoretical maximum gust speed of 42.8 ms-1 or 83 knots. Although 278 

the maximum gust may be not be realised due to turbulent mixing, the approximation provides support 279 

to the gust of 37 ms-1 reported at the Sandettie Light Vessel. 280 

The combination of downdraft flow and precipitation, with associated evaporative cooling, increases 281 

the low-level atmospheric density and raises the surface air pressure hydrostatically, thereby inducing 282 

a gravity wave in the stable undercurrent (Brown, 1979; Knupp, 1985; Marsham et al. 2010). With the 283 

event described by Marsham et al. (2010), the induced wave crest ran some 15 km ahead of the 284 

downdraft, and on top of the longer wave, shorter ripples of approximately 7 km wavelength were noted. 285 

The overall wave structure they described as a gravity wave without stagnation. So, in the consideration 286 

of Marsham et al. (2010), the observed pressure meso-high may be explained by the hydrostatic effect 287 

where the depth of the undercurrent air is increased through downdraft cooling, with further cooling 288 

resulting from precipitation and evaporative cooling. Hydrostatic effects are more pronounced in the 289 

lowest layers, because of the greater density of air at these levels compared to higher elevations. The 290 

observations of the event that Marsham et al. (2010) describe correlate well with those of the MCS 291 

system of 28-29 May 2017. The hydrostatic equation can be expressed as:  292 

dP/dz = −ρg, where ρ, the density of dry air = P/RT 293 

dP/dz is the rate of change of pressure with height, g is gravity 9.81 ms-1, T is temperature in K, and R 294 

is the specific gas constant for dry air 287 J/kg.K. The rise in pressure is then a matter of determining 295 

the difference in density between the downdraft air density ρ and the environment air ρₑ ahead of the 296 

MCS, integrated through the depth of the layer, estimated from surface to 1500 m for the gravity wave 297 

(~850 hPa).  298 

∆P = ∫ g(ρ − ρₑ)dz
𝑍ℎ

𝑍𝑠
 299 

As an approximation from the modifications made to the Trappes ascent (Figure 8), the rise in surface 300 

pressure of 5 hPa may be explained by an average drop in temperature of 8 K through a depth of around 301 

1500 m (~850 hPa) above the surface, with an average density increase through the layer of 302 

approximately 0.03 kgm-3. 303 

In terms of estimating the speed of the low-level gravity wave, the two-level conceptual model 304 

described by Marsham et al. (2010) has an atmospheric gravity wave forming in the boundary layer, 305 

moving with the medium layer steering winds, and against the low level flow. Marham et al. (2010) 306 

also speculate that there may be a degree of self-organising resonance between the MCS generated low-307 

level gravity wave and the storm system steering wind, i.e. the gravity wave moves broadly with the 308 

generating storm. The speed of the atmospheric gravity wave (Cgw) in the low level flow may be given 309 

by the following relationship:  310 

Cgw = √(g.∆θv.ho/θv) (Koch et al., 1991) 311 



Where g is gravity, θv is the virtual potential temperature, ho is the inversion height. Estimated 312 

parameters may be taken from the Trappes and Ijmuiden ascents, so that: ∆θv ≈ 8 K, θv ≈ 295 K (for 313 

unsaturated air θv = θ (1+0.61r) where θ is potential temperature, and r is the mixing ratio of water 314 

vapour), and estimated boundary layer depth of ho ≈ 900 m +/- 100 m. This gives a wave velocity of 315 

14.6 ms-1 at 800 m depth, and 16.4 ms-1 at 1000 m depth, with direction towards the east-northeast. 316 

However, a correction is appropriate that is dependent upon the amplitude of the wave (1+ a/2ho) 317 

(Baines, 1995: 58). If the gravity wave amplitude is given as a ≈ 500 m, estimated from the Cabauw 318 

LIDAR (Sluijter et al. 2017), then this may raise the value by a factor of 1.25 to 1.31, which gives a 319 

velocity of 19.2 and 20.5 ms-1. This velocity is not that far from the observed speed of around 18 to 20 320 

ms-1, noting this is with a boundary layer wind component of between 0 and 5 ms-1 against the wave 321 

direction. Bearing in mind the inherent approximations in this calculation there is at least reasonable 322 

agreement with the theory.  323 

Modelling the meteotsunami operationally 324 

Meteotsunamis are generated when a convectively formed atmospheric meso-high causes a depression 325 

in the ocean surface, which is then enhanced through Proudman resonance (Proudman, 1929). The 326 

enhancement of the meteotsunami is most effective when the speed of the generating storm system U 327 

matches the speed of the ocean wave, and is usually denoted as the Froude number, where Fr = U/c ≈1 328 

(between 0.9 and 1.1). The speed of the induced ocean wave can be determined through the relation c= 329 

√(gh), where g is gravity (9.81 ms-1), and h the depth of water. Williams et al. (2019) for example have 330 

modelled a previous event in a study of an event in the English Channel. Post-event modelling has also 331 

been undertaken for this 28-29 May 2017 occasion, for instance by Deltares using the Delft 3D suite 332 

(Vatvani, 2017; Vatvani, et al. 2018), with simplified wind and air pressure assumptions. From this, a 333 

wave was generated moving northeastwards along the coast of eastern England and the Netherlands. 334 

Given the known bathymetry, and a known travelling atmospheric gravity wave, it is potentially feasible 335 

to model an induced ocean wave, with enhancement through Proudman resonance, in a coupled ocean-336 

atmosphere high-resolution NWP model, although such a coupled model is not operational at present. 337 

However, some uncertainty arises with attempting to model the development of meso-highs in relation 338 

to convective systems in deterministic NWP models. The modelling of this MCS within the NWP UKV 339 

(approximate 1.5km grid) showed typical divergence in output across two different model runs, with 340 

both the operational run and parallel suite (PS39) suggesting the presence of organised showers in 341 

southern England. There were clear differences in the location, scale and shape of the forecast 342 

convective cells, and a meso-high of 5 hPa was not generated in either (Figure 13). Both the models 343 

suggested some small scale variability in pressure near the storm systems, but not the scale of 4 or 5 344 

hPa seen in observations (see Figure 4 and 13).  345 

With a 1.5km grid, which requires a minimum of five grid points to model a gravity wave, there is at 346 

least the potential of modelling such features with wavelengths as small as 7 to 15 km. Furthermore, 347 

gust fronts were seen in NWP models with convection related to the meteotsunami of 27 June 2011: the 348 

UKV at that time forecast a strong downdraft (Tappin et al. 2013). However, there are limits with the 349 

ability of high resolution NWP models to accurately model the exact location and size of convection 350 

and related phenomena. This is mainly a result of more complex dynamical processes taking place at 351 

the scale of convective storms, which requires new mathematical approaches, and still an incomplete 352 

understanding of the physics processes within such storm systems. Added to this is a lack of 353 

observations at the small scale. Yano et al. (2018) provide a more detailed discussion of the problems 354 

and challenges faced. Given such inherent difficulties with deterministic models in predicting the 355 

precise location, dynamics and physical processes taking place in convective storms, one way forward 356 



is to utilise ensemble modelling. Multiple model runs in ensembles may at least indicate the possibility 357 

of strong downdrafts and low-level gravity waves. At present, however, these models are not available 358 

operationally, and an assessment of ensemble modelling has not been carried out. 359 

An alternative approach, considered here, is to use meteorological parameters from the NWP model 360 

that have greater certainty to determine the possibility of wave enhancement, where the Froude number 361 

Fr = U/c ≈1 (between 0.9 and 1.1). This is described, and illustrated, using a course 2D model with a 362 

cross-section of water depth h across the Dover Strait between Dover and Calais. The bathymetric 363 

horizontal resolution used here is at 1.12 km, derived and adapted from a bathymetric cross-section 364 

survey used for the Channel Tunnel construction (Rankins and Williams, 2012). The water depth in the 365 

Dover Strait varies mainly between 25 and 48 m, with a narrow deeper trench to around 60 to 75 m.  366 

The steering medium-level wind speed U may be applied to a fixed bathymetry to indicate the risk of 367 

meteotsunamis where the ocean wave speed c = √(gh). However, this is somewhat uncertain without 368 

knowing the full characteristics of the MCS, and may vary between 700 and 500 hPa, thus requiring the 369 

judgement of human forecasters at shorter lead times. With this event, from observational rain radar 370 

trajectories, the Met Office (2017) chief forecaster’s Model Assessment and Emphasis (28/2100 UTC) 371 

suggested 600 hPa was a good representative height for the MCS steering wind flow. A third controlling 372 

parameter, such as a large value of CAPE, is necessary to identify only those occasions when a 373 

meteotsunami is possible. A risk factor may then be determined through post-processing of the NWP 374 

output where CAPE values are high, and where Fr=U/c ≈1 (between 0.9 and 1.1). To assess the validity 375 

of this, a simple 2D model is shown in (Figure 14). With this event, a sufficiently large value of CAPE 376 

was present >600 Jkg-1, and the steering wind speed estimated to be around 18 to 20 ms-1 from rain 377 

radar trajectories.  378 

Given an estimated storm movement of 18 ms-1 with the medium level steering winds, then Proudman 379 

resonance is most effective at a water depth of 33 m (-5 m / +7 m); and 41 m (-7 m / +9 m) depth at 20 380 

ms-1, which correlates well with the actual bathymetry. At 18 ms-1, two areas appear where Fr 381 

approaches 1.0 on both sides of the Channel, with the larger area on the English side, while at 20 ms-1 382 

the larger area is on the French side, and moving towards the centre of the Dover Strait. At higher speeds 383 

of 22 to 26 ms-1 this central location becomes more pronounced, but then the Froude correlation is lost 384 

above 26 ms-1. Overall, in the Dover Strait Proudman resonance is restricted to occur at wind speeds 385 

mainly between 16 and 26 ms-1.  386 

Forecasting capability may also be improved through use of observations and nowcasting tools, such 387 

as rain radar, ocean wave radar, and surface observations of pressure and wind at high cadence. 388 

Developing storms systems and associated pressure waves may be observed by forecasters in real time, 389 

with the possibility of recognition of bow-shaped rain echoes, gusty winds and sudden rises in pressure 390 

near convective storms. This gives the possibility of issuing warnings with higher confidence, but with 391 

a shorter lead time. Two of the authors here commented on the possibility of the formation of a 392 

meteotsunami just prior to this event when the travelling pressure anomaly was observed running along 393 

the English Channel. But with no formal notification process in place further action was not possible.  394 

Summary 395 

This 2017 ‘Dutch’ meteotsunami provides an excellent opportunity to understand the generation of a 396 

meteotsunami in northwest Europe in detail, where there is high-resolution meteorological data, and 397 

video recording of the wave striking the coast. This meteotsunami developed in association with 398 

elevated convective storm conditions as part of a ‘Spanish Plume’: the MCS storm originating over 399 



Spain and the Bay of Biscay, then running along the English Channel and into the southern North Sea. 400 

The observational evidence suggests the presence of an atmospheric low-level gravity wave or meso-401 

high running with the elevated MCS. This meso-high, identified by a bow-shaped echoes on rain radar, 402 

evidently formed from the hydrostatic effect resulting from the occurrence of a rear flank downdraft 403 

and evaporative cooling. As a result of the convective downdraft, and surface pressure rise, energy was 404 

transferred from medium levels into the ocean through the reverse pressure effect. The wave was then 405 

enhanced through Proudman resonance. 406 

With increasing evidence of the meteorological factors generating such low-level gravity waves, it is 407 

desirable to model such events in high-resolution NWP models. But with these models there are inherent 408 

challenges because of limitations in the deterministic models ability to forecast the exact shape and 409 

location of convective storms systems. However, because of resonant interaction with the water surface, 410 

which is dependent upon the forecast speed of the storm, the co-located low-level gravity wave, and the 411 

known water depth, there is potential for modelling and forecasting the risk of meteotsunamis through 412 

post-processing from NWP output. This will give sufficient notice to issue alerts and warnings. To 413 

illustrate this a simple 2D model is described here based on values of CAPE, medium level winds and 414 

a fixed bathymetry. There is also the potential of using nowcasting tools, such as rain radar together 415 

with observations of surface wind and pressure, to identify events in real time, so that alerts with greater 416 

confidence, but shorter lead times may be issued.     417 
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Table 1.  

 

Location 

Date & time of 

initial wave 

peak (UTC) 

Maximum Amplitude 

from tide residuals 

Report  

cadence 

Jersey, Channel 

Islands 

28-5-17 2145  0.18 m 15 min 

Le Havre 2, France 28-5-17 2251  0.26 m 1 min 

Boulogne-Sur-Mer 2, 

France 

29-5-17 0022  0.53 m 1 min 

Calais, France 29-5-17 0050  0.72 m 1 min 

Dunkerque, France 29-5-17 0125  0.4 m 1 min 

Ostende, Belgium 29-5-17 0215  0.44 m 5 min 

Oosterschelde, NL 29-5-17 0210  0.46 m (est.) 10 min 

Scheveningen, NL 29-5-17 0300  0.5 m (est.) 10 min 

Ijmuiden, NL 29-5-17 0330  0.44 m (est.) 10 min 

Europlatform, NL 29-5-17 0245  0.78 m / 0.88 m (est.) * 1 min 

Helgoland, Germany 29-5-17 0910  0.33 m 1 min 

Hörnum, Germany 29-5-17 1015  0.24 m 1 min 

Dover, England 29-5-17 0030  0.11 m 15 min 

Harwich, England 29-5-17 0230  0.12 m 15 min 

Lowestoft, England 29-5-17 0300  0.25 m 15 min 

(est.) = estimated: the wave amplitude for the Netherland tide gauges (managed 

by Rijkswaterstaat) has been extrapolated from the graphs of Sluijter et al. 

(2017), and Helzel (2017). The Europlatform graph shows the total water 

change, and residual change. Other data has been sourced via the EU JRC. 

* The residual one minute data at Europlatform seems to have been subtracted 

from the ten minute mean, which is also subject to the meteotsunami wave 

activity, therefore the estimated 0.78 m residual is possibly not the true residual, 

and 0.88 m may be closer to the actual residual. 

Table 1. Tide gauge data from gauges in France, Channel Islands, England, Belgium, Netherlands and 532 

Germany. Times are in UTC, amplitude of the wave is metres, and report period in minutes. The wave 533 

can be traced over a period of over 12 hours from Jersey to Hörnum, with peak amplitudes reported at 534 

Calais and Europlatform.   535 
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